8” Facial Recognition Thermometer Display

Automated Contactless Temperature Checking
Using Melexis thermal imaging technology, in conjunction with cooling
fans to maximise accuracy, this complete solution can read a user’s
temperature and display the results in 1.8 seconds, even if they are
wearing a mask. The automated nature of this system not only efficiently
reduces manual labour, but also means it is completely contactless,
which is of paramount importance in today’s world.

High Security Facial Recognition
With 99.7% identification accuracy, this solution can also be used as a
check in/out system for offices, warehouses and other secure locations.
You can even create a whitelist and blacklist to control and restrict
access, as well as recording all building entries. Adjust the identification
security levels from using the photo on an ID card to high level military
standard using a 3D face scan and body temperature check.

Other Features
Mask Detection System

Strip-Light Indicator

As well as reading body temperature, the system can also

When taking a temperature or mask checking reading,

check if the user is wearing a mask if this is an entry

this acts as on-camera illumination for more accurate

requirement to your building. This feature can also be

results. It also synchronises with the software to indicate

disabled if not required.

acceptance (green) or rejection (red) based on userdefined conditions.

Works with protective
face masks

All-in-One Solution

Synchronise with Existing Systems

This is a full turnkey system, comprising of a 24/7 IPS

Using the connection interface, this solution can be

panel, dual-lens optical facial recognition cameras, a

integrated with existing door or ticketing systems. Using

thermal imaging module, an indication light, optional

the software included, you can stipulate entry conditions

RFID/NFC integration and even the software to control,

such as an acceptable temperature range, mask checking

record and monitor all the functionality.

and specific user entry or restriction.

Automatically Open Doors
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